
An insider’s view of the games industry and what it
offers children’s play
The summer of play has begun, and many children will be playing online. To discover the thinking that informs their

digital opportunities, Sonia Livingstone interviewed Jo Twist, CEO of UKIE (The Association for UK Interactive

Entertainment), about how the games industry operates, its relationship with players, and possible levers to promote

children’s rights in the digital environment. This industry insight adds to the diverse perspectives on play that inform

our proposal to make the digital world playful by design. 

Sonia: The Digital Futures Commission is asking what good looks like for children’s play in a digital world. We’re keen

to learn what the games industry does and can offer, and to identify the levers for change in children’s best interests.

Jo: One thing that sets the games industry apart is we don’t talk about “users” or audiences in a cold, sterile way. We

talk about a community of players. Games are nothing without community.

Game developers know that the community can immediately go play something else. We’ve seen this all the time with

digital; there’s always a next place people will want to hang out in. Games are particularly prone to that because there

is so much choice, innovation and creativity.

Then you have other community platforms around games that are integral, like Twitch and Discord. It’s really

fascinating because the community sits in the game and outside the game on these different platforms.
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Sonia: In our public consultation on what people think about play in the digital world, we’ve been hearing a lot about

transmedia and hybrid play that allow the use of multiple platforms, with more fluid communities and ways of moving

content across spaces.

https://www.playday.org.uk/
https://uk.linkedin.com/company/uk-ie?trk=public_profile_experience-item_result-card_subtitle-click
https://digitalfuturescommission.org.uk/play-in-a-digital-world/
https://digitalfuturescommission.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/Playful-By-Design-Teaser-Report.pdf
https://digitalfuturescommission.org.uk/
https://digitalfuturescommission.org.uk/blog/the-best-interests-of-children-in-the-digital-world/
https://digitalfuturescommission.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/DFC-Digital-Play-Literature-Review.pdf
https://digitalfuturescommission.org.uk/blog/reimagining-digital-play-we-want-more-sociability-hybridity-and-safety-with-fewer-tricky-freemiums/
https://digitalfuturescommission.org.uk/blog/possibilities-for-a-future-pokemon-go/


Jo: Yes, and lots of people in the games industry are talking about the metaverse, a concept coined by Neil

Stevenson. It’s been around for a very long time. In the mid-2000s, it was all about Second Life which was the first

exciting iteration for those who obsessed about the metaverse and what that could be. However, these things come

round again and companies like Epic and Roblox are all part of creating it. Clubhouse is in some ways like an audio

version of the metaverse -persistent digital worlds that you can drop in and out of and you can drop in and out of in

different ways.

Sonia: We’re interested in how much of the change is organic from the community, and how that dovetails with

evolving business models in a competitive landscape?

Jo: Well, the community can be very vocal. There is a lot of co-development that happens with the community, which

is a positive thing and community management as a job role is huge in the games industry. You don’t see that so

much in other sectors.

Sonia: How would you characterise the role of community management?

Jo: For me, it’s one of the most important roles because you are at the coal face of what players are doing, saying,

how the game’s being received, reviewed. You are keeping the community safe, working to spot early warning signs of

people who might be in difficulty, because you actually know the community. As we know, a lot of people come to

games to support their mental health. So, community management teams have so many different functions –

moderating, reporting, but also, co-development, listening, communicating to the community about what’s coming up,

features, building up anticipation.

Sonia: We keep hearing a lot about toxicity of various kinds – racism, sexism, aggression. This is something that the

kids are telling us about.

Jo: What we know through Digital Schoolhouse, which is our education programme that teaches the teachers, is that

when we do surveys with parents, teachers and children, we find that the kids playing multiplayer games are far more

knowledgeable [than those playing alone] about how to manage friends’ lists, how to manage their privacy, how to

keep themselves safe, how to report abuse.

Sonia: One of the interesting arguments for us is whether we can shift the narrative so that when there are difficulties

or problems in the digital world, we don’t put the responsibility on the most vulnerable to wise up and learn how to

deal with it. I often think about the analogy of the centre of town. When you go into the centre of town where there

are adults and children everywhere, there aren’t people hurling racist abuse or whatever. It is the real world but there

are different norms of civility, and there’s a lot of thinking about the design of the communal space rather than about

educating those who might be vulnerable on how to protect themselves.

Jo: I think it’s complicated because you’ve got the community within the game, within that social fabric and then

you’ve got community outside of that or around it, through different platforms like Discord. When they’re a certain

size or when you’ve got a particular number of friends within that community, online communities can be highly self-

regulating. That’s what happens in the centre of town: we regulate our own behaviour because there are these social

norms that we’re used to. It didn’t always used to be like that – not so long ago, women were not expected to be in

the centre of town or in the public sphere unaccompanied. So, we’re talking about the same kinds of human

behaviour. It’s just that the internet is just still too new, and people don’t know enough about how self-regulation and

community online actually works.

https://www.economist.com/technology-quarterly/2020/10/01/a-novelists-vision-of-the-virtual-world-has-inspired-an-industry
https://www.thechildrensmediafoundation.org/public-service-media-report/articles/as-kids-kickstart-the-metaverse-is-public-service-media-ready
https://www.digitalschoolhouse.org.uk/


Sonia: What about the argument that children should not just be sequestered in child-only spaces, but they should be

included the world? How much talk is there in the gaming world of the position of children within the community? Or

are they an irritation, a complication?

Jo: Obviously, there are game designers who want to make their games for certain audiences, but typically in my

experience, especially with smaller companies, which typically make up the UK sector, they see themselves as

creative artists. It’s a bit like writing a novel: I want to tell this story, I want to create this world, I want to create this

game. They don’t tend to think, I want to create a game that is only targeted at this particular demographic.

But the best game developers learn and iterate, especially because a lot of games are now what we call games as a

service. They might be free to play, and the play data, which is anonymous, tells you when players get bored or drop

off, or where people really like something. So, designers will create new features or events or seasons that will come

out in six months’ time, taking that data into account.

Sonia: Who’s driving the character of the gaming industry? Is it more the two people who have this great idea for a

narrative, or the big companies who buy them up at a certain point?

Jo: I think the games community is a really close community. Typically, you meet everyone at GDC in San Francisco,

and a lot of the self-regulatory action is shared and talked about. There is also a role for trade bodies to set standards

and to influence the network. We need to have an answer for big issues, we need to continue to mature, to think

about these things and share best practice.

This blog is part of the play series. You can view the rest of the blog series here.
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